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About This Content

Tales from The Tiers expands your journey through the war-torn world of award-winning role-playing game Tyranny, with new
travel map events, encounters, and side stories. Outwit hostile ambushes, patronize or plunder traveling merchants, and use your

skills to navigate the perils of a land plagued by magical Edicts in a series of episodes that offer new insights, new items, and
new challenges on your journey. Whether you’re new to Tyranny or playing an existing savegame, Tales from The Tiers lets you

take an even deeper dive into the saga of Tyranny.

Alongside Tales from the Tiers, Paradox Interactive is proud to announce a free update for all Tyranny owners, which includes
more ways for players to explore the game's many events and outcomes.

Features of Tales from the Tiers:

New Travel Events:

Random encounters while traveling may lead to new quests, or new events focused on companions and new NPCs

Expanded Story:

Learn more about the people and places of the Tiers with more than 40 vignettes to encounter on your journey.

New items:
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Find over a dozen new items and countless new ways to gain loyalty and fear with your companions and the factions of Tyranny.

More Replay Options:

A free patch adds New-Game-Plus mode and character re-spec options for an easier way to explore other plot lines.
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Title: Tyranny - Tales from the Tiers
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Obsidian Entertainment
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9505 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD Athlon II X4 840 @ 3.10 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9505 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD Athlon II X4 840 @ 3.10 GHz

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Buy this for childhood :). Hard to list all of what this game got wrong but man was it bad. Horror elements are pretty much
nonexistent. You rely on mana to do pretty much everything in this game and you lose some of your max mana every time you
die. It is entirely possible for you to lose enough mana that you cannot progress the story due to lack of mana and at the time I
played through it there was no fix. The game seems to want to be a shooter to an extent but your gun has very limited bullets.
You get one later that uses mana but it only works against a singular enemy type to be prepared to use the axe they give you for
the vast majority of your fights. Gonna leave it at that and seriously recommend people give this game a pass as it just feels like
a subpar barely finished game that would be better off as a free download.. A decent game considering its release date. Very
simple, something kids would like. In 2016 it would have been okay, a little dated, definitely not worth the asking price of $15
relative to the competition but something I would pick up for $5 or less on sale just to collect it as a game.. Super game against
friends, we laughed a lot. The football mod is the best COOP VS I've played with fun physics. I recommend. I was looking
forward into playing this game but I couldn't.

It simply won't launch even after playing another VR game earlier and a bit after
Restarted the game and even reconfigured my headset.

Ocuco Rift s. Although it's OK, for my taste the pace of the game is too slow, no fast-paced action.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PLoub-cjvHDVfpY18wbowN9JgmCpuMKcdE
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANG. it doesn't even work. Pretty much
just 4 of the same characters that look different. It is a fun game to have a laugh for an hour or two but it soon gets old. There is
no substance to the game and despite looking great it has not got the Star Trek concept sorted. Every location is the same mass
of rocks and so called anomilys that make it a nightmare to fly in. I guess that is to give the pilot something to do as he would
have nothing otherwise but it clutters up your space with no real logic. The shields are almost pointless as even with full power
they drop like a teenage boys pants. It has all the right elements but no substance. If you like Star Trek you will find that the lack
of options, variety and tactics will leave it tasting like bubble gum after a few hours of chewing, flavorless but still a pretty
colour.

At the price I can not recomend the game. If in a few months more is implemented maybe on sale but as it is I find it is hard to
enjoy.
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I love the game. I love it on tabletop sim. But this should only be sold as a 4 pack for you and your friends, because the online
community is DEAD.. This game is hitting my soft spot. Very storyline driven, the cutscenes are everywhere but I like it. It is
IMMERSIVE. I finished the game with a tad of sadness. Combat system is good with flashy moves. The game have platform
jumping, maze exploration, quiz, riddles, home base, card game with NPC etc. Great stories, lots of side quests to complement
the main quest, cute Easter Egg. BGM and voice actors are great but the emotionless symmetrical face spoiled the immersion.
Luckily I understand Mandarin. Give it a go if you understand Mandarin and get yourself the cheat just to enjoy the story. This
is a great story and good game.

More info:
The game must be connected to the server. I didn't face any server disconnection issue, probably because I play it in China. Files
are saved in chapter format. You have only 1 manual save slot, so use it wisely.. this game is bad. and i feel bad for buying it.. +
Beautiful graphics (the only hook that made me buy the game)
+ Price
+ Cute
+ Music
- Really REALLY clunky and annoying controls - you don't feel you are in control, your character slowly falls off stairs, jumps
randomly etc.
- Physics (cute kittens and enemies are blocking you and each other). For example it is very tricky to pass under the checkpoint
saver because of that)
- AI - the kittens set off traps that onehit kill them and you, enemies steal your kittens and you are not able to follow because of
the physics
- Repetitivness - you have to repeat the stages over and over again, not because you need to GIT GUD, but because of some
physics glitch that killed off your kitten (or you)
- Cute kittens cannot jump, so you have to grab one to jump with them. Meanwhile the other steps on a trap and kills itself.
Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay, grab second, do a tricky jump, tell it to stay, grab the first one, do a tricky jump, release it, grab
nr. 2, tell it to follow, rescue third - you see a gate, possible end of the level - HURRAH! you go through that gate only to see
your kitty being crushed by said gate. Restart. Grab each kitty, tell it to wait, grab first one, tricky jump, grab nr.2, tricky jump,
rescue third, avoid gate, giant rat kills you in 2 blows. Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay... you get the idea. And THAT IS ONLY
THE FIRST LEVEL AFTER PROLOGUE!
You cannot get better, because the controls feel so unresponsive and random, kittens keep killing themselves and you keep
killing the same rat and jumping the same log over and over and over and over and over and over...

Respects to the author for making this, but in this state it looks rather like an asset demo than a full game. If the controls are
polished and the cats are no more pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and the gameplay is fun instead of boring and
repetitive, I would gladly pay 10 EUR for such a game.... This thing is great! i use it for MMO games when i just need extra
buttons that i do not have.
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